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ABSTRACT
In this study it has been proposed a new nonparametric method for superiority test by pointing out preference

ranking problem facing in Friedman test.
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BERNOULLi DENEMELERiYLE OSTONLOK TESTi
OZ

Bu cahsmada Friedman testinde karsilasilan tercihIeri riitbelendirme sorununa deginilerek ustunluk testi icin
yeni bir yontem onerilmektedir,

Anahtar Kelimeler: Friedman Testi, Ustunluk Testi ve Bernoulli Denemeleri.

1. INTRODUCTION

Kruskal-Wallis test (Kruskal, 1952) and Friedman
test are the nonparametric types of analysis of varian
ce. Kruskal-Wallis test is a generalised type of Mann
Whitney U test (Mann-Whitney, 1947). Friedman test
has been used to reply for the question whether some
alternatives are more preferable than the others are. If
some alternatives are more preferable than the others it
can be argued those are superior. However if none of
the alternatives are more preferable than the others are,
it can be argued those are equivalent.

Suppose that there are n alternatives that would be
preferred by m individuals. Someone appoints the first
or last rank for the most or least preferable alternative
respectively and the other ranks between the first and
the last for the other alternatives. Obviously the rank,
which shows the order of any individual's preference
under the condition that all the alternatives are equiva
lent, is a random variable that has discrete uniform dist-

ribution. Now a question comes immediately: What is
the reality behind the alternatives whether some of
them are more preferable then the others or all of them
are equivalent. Using all the individual's preference
ranks, Friedman test has been replied to this question.

However there may be apreference-ranking prob
lem in that test. This problem, which has been raised in
the time of data collecting for the test, may be two
kinds. The one could be raised from a situation that the
alternatives are equivalent. In those states any indivi
dual cannot appoint any rank to any alternative because
he/she is on an indifference situation that the alternati
ves are not more or less preferable than the others. The
two is that there may be a lot of alternatives. In menti
oned situation it may be easy to appoint the first, the se
cond or the third ranks to the corresponding alternati
ves but may not be easy to appoint all the ranks to all
the alternatives. Those may be characterised as a pre
ference-ranking problem during the time of the data
collecting.
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However there i" 'v'· preference-ranking problem
in the method prcf")',""d here, Because nobody does not
appoint any ra,!l,'.. a11 p mative in the present met
hod As it WI"';': t"~ understood, he/she only says that
any alte'll?lj','j'0 t vr prf'ferable (one can rut "irn
portant" into'!a IJJ·.~j' o!'nn:fer"ble"),
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This means that F(xgj==I)=P(xgj=,l) for g=I,2,.,m

and i;t:j=I,2, ... .n. Let the common probability be p for
all the intersections of all the individuals and all the al
ternatives. Then the following equation immediately
comes:

g=I,2, ... .m; i,..,I,2,... .n

2. PROPOSEll METHOD

If ~ompl'IH1'J ,>".0 d"lt 'l!"\Y alternative is important
then ? \{ 'nal i,:; I'f"~"ful; reversely if he/she
says tll:)! ae') :):f.'~i iI?Jhe is not important then the Ber
noulli ~al is unsuccessful. Nobody compares any two
alternatives and only considers single alternative while
he/she decides. Proposed method has been used those
Bernoulli random trials for the superiority test against
Friedman test

Suppose that there are m homogeneous individuals
as I\,IZ,.. ,1m and n alternatives as A\,Az, .. ,An. If gth

individual says that ith alternative is important then the
Bernoulli trial Xgi=1 and otherwise xgi'=O Those ran
dom variables may be defined for g=1,2, .. .un and
i=I,2" ..n which has been shown as a contingency tab
le below:

Where
n m

x; =~ }\gi, x., = 2 X gi,
i=\ g=l

m n

x.. "" ~ 2 Xgi
g=\ i=l

The first preliminary condition is not one and
one condition for the superiority test. The second preli..
minary condition, which is exactly necessary for the su..
periority test, may be called as the independency pro
perty of the alternatives. Under this condition. the folio..
wing relation may be written:

P(Xgi= 1,Xgj= l)=P(X gi=l)·P(xgj=I).

g::l.2, ... ,m; i;t:j=1,2.....n

This means that if some individual prefers some al
ternative with a probability, obviously and indepen
dently he/she also prefers another one with the same
probability under the homogeneity condition

4, CENTRAL LIMIT THEOREM FOR BERNOULLI TRIALS

Suppose that the random variables zi ,zz" .. ,zk are

independent Bernoulli trials with the probability p. Let
q= lop. The characteristic function of the standardised
sum of zl,zZ,,,,,zk may be written like that

3,PRELlMI~MRV CONDITIONS

The f,I<,j l"i,nary condition given is that the in
dividuals ~!re homogeneous This means that
P(Xgj=:J):::-P(Xhi~]I for g~h:-::1.2,.. ,111 and i=I,2, .n.
Obviously if the individuals are not homogeneous fhe

superiority test cannot be possible because in li-v,1 !~)~e

individual effect may not hI"' eliminated. Un'.! P'!"1

preliminary condition, the main question is wh-" 'e
alternatives are homogeneous or not. For the reason of
that the test hypothesi, an be expressed as follows:

Ho: The alternatives are homogeneous.

Table: Contingency Table of Bernoulli Trials
~._---- _._-- --

Row-l- Al Az ... An The Sum of
the Row

-- _._-- f---- f----
Column-s I 2 ... n
f-.- -
II I Xli x\Z ... xln XI·

Iz 2 )(Z\ xZ2 ... xZn xz·
_ .. ._-1---. --- -_.- -----

... ... ... ... ... .. .. .
--_._. .._-_. ._--- _..._-_. 1-- .._-_.- ---_.',--
1m m xm\ xmz ... Xmn Xm•_.__._.- 1------ --- -- "-'..• ,---_._--

The Sum of
the Column x·I x·z ... x·n x••

Simplifying the following equation is obtained:

(
1 __.k.._ + Ok·3/2)k

2· k
t 2

The result converges to e 7 for k~oo, This me-
ans that standardised sum of z\,zZ,,,,,zk is asymptoti-

cally standard normal variable. This is also a lemma of
De Moivre-Laplace theorem (Gnedenko, 1976) because
the sum of of zj.zz, ... ,zk is a binomial random variab

le.

5.THE STATISTIC FOR Ho
From the above theorem, each of x.I ,x.z,. ",x.n ha

ve independently and asymptotically standard normal
distribution. The expected value and the variance of
mentioned binomial random variables might be written
as follows:

i=I,2, ... .Il
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Under the homogeneity condition the random vari

x.j - rn- " , .
abIes -/~.--P-:-(J-~p) which IS standardised type of

the random variable x.lmp for i=1,2, .. .n and also the

ir quadratic sum would be small. That sum may be writ

ten Iike that:

It is clear that S has chi-square distribution with n
degrees of freedom for 1n'-fCX) for the reason of well
known definition of chi-square random variable, S can
not use as a statistic because p is unknown (Mood
Graybill, 196J). The uniformly minimum varianced un
biased estimator of p IS as follows (Casella-Berger,
1990; lnal-Gunay, 1993):

Proof

While ul is given the conditional probability of

zl,z2'" "zk is below:

This result may be derived from the following exp
ressions. Suppose that Z 1,zz,- -,zk arc Bernoulli trials

with p. Let u i c:: z J+z2+... -l-:i:k'

Theorem 1: til is sufficient for p,

)
'7m p ~

rn- r (1 p)

....... Xtlll$'
p::::

m· n

!j~I:.. Z~,.l~) co p" (I
P(ut)

(1)

(2)

.1.

[1

ii Vials is as follows:
k k

L(ZI,~ "",Zk)=P(~l Za. (l-p)k-(~J Zu

Suppose that 't(p) is a fUf,:/Jon of the parameter p.
LeIT(z. ,z2,-'- ,zk) 111. esnrnaror of T( Crame: ;~clo

boundary of an est.... ; 0: '_~~J ··Gu-
nay, (993):

'The ncmmato: anc die: denominator of Cramer
Rao inequality may be found as follows:

k (k)log L = 2 Za' log P + k -- L Za . (l - p) ,
(1=1 IX=1

This is the denominator of Cramer-Rae inequality.
if r(p)=p then the nominator is minus one. So,

V ['cl.'(Z Z z' )·1' p' (I -- p)-I , -'2 , .. " k - ::::: -----i(---

On the other hand, using the rule about the sum of

independent random variables, the variance of ~l may

also be derived directly as E.:.L~__-:...pl. This means that

the variance of .l!l is the minimum variance of an esti-
k

mator for p, So, !!L is the minimum varianced estima-
tor for p. k

The completeness property of u1 may also be pro-

While ,Ilk is given the conditional proba

bilityof Zj ,z2' .,zk is independent of p, Obviously this

means that u I IS sufficient for p.

Theorem 2; l:!1 is all unbiased estimator for p.
k

Proof

It is unbiased estimator because its expected value
is equal to p.

Theorem 3: \.II IS the mrmmum varianccd esuma-
tor for p. k

Proof

Because both CramcrRao boundary for any P esti

mator and the variance of 1:11. arc the same Using like

lihood function Crarncr-Ra~ boundary may be derived

by for any p estimator. Likelihood function of Bernoul-

ved.

Lemma i

Two equal ions may be written for the superiority
test by the way of Bernoulli trials:

kern-n,

So, uniformly minimum varianced unbiased c),
. . XM

mator 01- P is

Ill' n

Theorem 4: !:!L is consistent estimator tor p.
k

i;;,o\ijf
/, p'{l-p)

Putting E(p)::: p and (p) ~c-_·_---~ into
lII' n

Chebyshev inequality it co:do1 be !uulIlltlilll),r·
te value of p. p is ZClU it,)
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Putting p into the place p and using (1) the test
statistic may now be defined as follows:

n

L (XOj - m· pf
Q=:...j=_l _

m· p' (1. p)
Putting (2) into (3), the following result is obta

ined:

~ ( . Xoo)2
L xOJ - n

Q= j=l

~o. (1-~)
rn- n

It is clear that for the reason of consistency pro

pertyof p while m--700 , Qconverges to S while m--7OO•

As it would be known that S converges to X2n while

m--7OO• In the case the following relation may be writ
ten:
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while m--7OO

Suppose that c is a critical value of chi-square dist
ribution with n degrees of freedom for significance le
vel a. Using Neyman-Pearson lemma for the most po
werful test, while m is large the decision function 'P(Q)
for Ho might be defined as follows:

(

1 Q>c

'¥(Q)= 0

os e

As it would be understood, Ho must be rejected
while 'P(Q)=l.

6. RESULT
The superiority test by the way Bernoulli trials pre

sented here may be used for the situation that the homo
geneous individuals have preference-ranking problem
while they prefer the alternatives. If there were no pre
ference-ranking problem, obviously Friedman test wo
uld be appropriate for superiority test. However some
times the alternatives may be equivalent and somebody
cannot prefer an alternative among the others. In that ti
me it is possible to say that somebody is in indifference
situation, which he/she cannot appoint any rank to the
alternatives but he/she can say that an alternative is or
is not preferable. In those situations the superiority test
by the way of Bernoulli trials is the most applicable
technique for the homogeneity test while Friedman test
is inapplicable. For the reason of that the superiority
test by the way of Bernoulli trials is not a competitor for
Friedman test, but it is a subsidiary for that in the case
there is individual's preference-ranking problem during
data collecting.
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